
G A U G E  T I P S

Always knit your gauge swatch with the

same yarn and needles you plan to use

for your sweater

Knit your first swatch with the

recommended needles. Adjust your

needle size as necessary based on the

results you get with the first swatch.

Wet block your swatch, let it dry, then

measure. 
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1. Find the gauge information in the

pattern. This should include the stitches

and rows in 4 inches/10 cm, as well as the

pattern you should use on your swatch in

order to get an accurate measure. 

 

2. Add approximately 6 extra stitches (3

on each side) and 6 extra rows to your

swatch so that you are able to measure

over a full 4 in/10 cm space on the interior

of the needle. Here's the thing: If you cast

on the number of stitches and knit only

the number of rows required in the

swatch instructions, you will have to

measure edge to edge - this will give you

inaccurate results. You want to measure

on the interior of the swatch (see photo

at right) so you are measuring complete

stitches and complete rows. 

 

Measuring stitch gauge

 

Measuring row gauge
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M E A S U R I N G  S T I T C H  G A U G E

If you look closely at the image on the

right, you can see the columns are outlined

in white. Each set of columns houses the

width of one stitch. One easy trick for

measuring gauge is to use the tip of your

needle and place it into the center of each

stitch as you count across. 

 

Stitch gauge affects the width (or

circumference) of your garment. Even a

difference of 1/2 - 1 stitch in your 4 in/10 cm

measurement can make a huge difference

in the finished fit of your sweater.

R O W  G A U G E
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We often overlook row gauge without

realizing that it actually DOES serve a

purpose.

 

First, row gauge affects how much yarn

you use. Did you know that if you have

more rows in 4 in/10 cm than the pattern

recommends, you'll most likely use a bit

more yarn, as well?

 

Row gauge is also important in top-down

sweaters. The distance from the top of

the shoulder to the underarm can be

compromised - especially if you have

more rows per 4 in/10 cm than the

pattern suggests. 

 

The markings in the image at right

remind you to measure by counting the

space within each stitch as you go down

the column.

Stitch gauge up close

Row gauge up close
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